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KINDERGARTEN - First
Summer READING

Find these at the public library or add them to your home library.

Recent Releases or Soon-to-Be Released
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SECOND - THIRD
Summer READING

Find these at the public library or add them to your home library.

Recent Releases or Soon-to-Be Released
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Your Pick!



FOURTH - FIFTH
Summer READING

Find these titles at the public library or add them to your home library.

Recent Releases or Soon-to-Be Released

© 2020 TheBookWrangler

YOUR 
PICK!



 SUMMER READING LIST BIRTH through PRESCHOOL

Saturday Is  
Swimming Day
by Hyewon Yum
CANDLEWICK, 2018 
ISBN: 9780763691172

A little girl gradually 
conquers her fear of 
swimming in this inspiring 
story of bravery.

Summer Supper
by Rubin Pfeffer, illustrated by 
Mike Austin
RANDOM HOUSE, 2018 
ISBN: 9781524714642

Shovel, sow, seed, snack: 
learn how food goes 
from farm to table in this 
alliterative, vibrantly colored 
tale.

Ten Little Toes, Two 
Small Feet / Diez 
deditos de los pies, 
dos piececitos
by Kristy Dempsey, illustrated 
by Jane Massey
LITTLE BEE, 2018 
ISBN: 9781499807073

A diverse parade of toddlers 
wiggle, waddle, and learn 
to count in English and 
Spanish.

Tiny T. Rex and the 
Impossible Hug
by Jonathan Stutzman, 
illustrated by Jay Fleck
CHRONICLE BOOKS, 2019 
ISBN: 9781452170336

Tiny T. Rex is determined 
to master hugging, despite 
having small arms.

Tomorrow Most Likely
by Dave Eggers, illustrated by 
Lane Smith
CHRONICLE BOOKS, 2019 
ISBN: 9781452172781

In this book exploring 
how soothing and exciting 
anticipation can be, a child 
imagines all the adventures 
he’ll “most likely” have in the 
city tomorrow. 

Up, Up, Up, Down! 
by Kimberly Gee
PUTNAM, 2019 
ISBN: 9780525517337

An entertaining look at 
opposites featuring an 
energetic toddler and stay-
at-home dad.

Vroom!
by Barbara McClintock
FARRAR, STRAUS AND GIROUX, 
2019, ISBN: 9781626722170

A little girl zooms over 
forests, mountains, rivers, 
and deserts on an imaginary 
journey in a race car.

You and Me
by Rebecca Kai Dotlich, 
illustrated by Susan Reagan
CREATIVE EDITIONS, 2018 
ISBN: 9781568463216

This poetically and 
sensitively explores the 
importance of balancing 
attention given to an older 
and younger sibling.

All Kinds of People
by Shelley Rotner, photographs 
by Sheila M. Kelly
HOLIDAY HOUSE, 2018 
ISBN: 9780823439720

Vibrant photographs will 
inspire young readers to 
notice that people come 
in lots of shades in this 
introduction to racial and 
ethnic diversity.

Before & After
by Jean Jullien
PHAIDON PRESS, 2017 
ISBN: 9780714874081

A series of clever and funny 
before-and-after scenarios 
that explore the concept of 
cause and effect. 

Be Kind
by Pat Zietlow Miller, illustrated 
by Jen Hill 
ROARING BROOK, 2018 
ISBN: 9781626723214

This sweet story shows how 
acts of kindness, both big 
and small, can make a huge 
difference in someone’s life—
and yours! 

Besos for Baby: A 
Little Book of Kisses
by Jen Arena, illustrated by 
Blanca Gómez
LITTLE, BROWN, 2014 
ISBN: 9780316230377

This is a wonderful bilingual 
read-aloud with beautiful 
graphic illustrations. It’s a 
story that is bound to show 
that love is the same no 
matter the language! 

Ciao, Baby! In the Park
by Carole Lexa Schaefer, 
illustrated by Lauren Tobia
CANDLEWICK, 2018 
ISBN: 9780763683986

Baby and Nonna go to the 
park and greet new friends 
with a warm hello: Ciao, 
squirrel! Ciao, pigeon! 

Goodbye, Friend! 
Hello, Friend!
by Cori Doerrfeld
DIAL, 2019 
ISBN: 9780525554233

Stella and Charlie are best 
friends, but how will their 
friendship change when 
Charlie must move away? 

Hair Love
by Matthew A. Cherry, 
illustrated by Vashti Harrison
KOKILA, 2019 
ISBN: 9780525553366

Daddy steps in when 
Mommy is busy and Zuri 
needs help doing her hair.

Hello Humpback!
by Roy Henry Vickers and 
Robert Budd, illustrated by Roy 
Henry Vickers
HARBOUR PUBLISHING, 2017 
ISBN: 9781550177992

First Nations artist Vickers 
takes toddlers to the wild 
and magical West Coast. 

Littles: And How  
They Grow
by Kelly DiPucchio, illustrated 
by AG Ford
DOUBLEDAY, 2017 
ISBN: 9780399555268

From swaddles to school 
buses, celebrate everyday 
cherished moments in the 
lives of growing children.

Little Sunny Sunshine 
/ Sol solecito
by Susie Jaramillo
ENCANTOS, 2018 
ISBN: 9781945635113

A little piggy celebrates the 
radiance of the sun and the 
wistfulness of the moon, in 
English and Spanish. 

Lucía the Luchadora 
by Cynthia Leonor Garza, 
illustrated by Alyssa Bermudez
POW!, 2017 
ISBN: 9781576878279

“With that mask, you can 
become anything you dream 
of being.” Lucía’s abuela 
helps her find the courage 
to stand up to bullies, by 
sharing that Lucía comes 
from a long line of strong 
luchadoras.

My Heart
by Corinna Luyken
DIAL, 2019 
ISBN: 9780735227934

Listen to the gentle, rhythmic 
text describe your heart in an 
abstract way.

One Lonely Fish
by Andy Mansfield, illustrated 
by Thomas Flintham
BLOOMSBURY, 2017 
ISBN: 9781681192017

Bold colors, die-cut pages, 
and a twist ending assure 
repeated readings of this 
cleverly designed concept 
book. 

A Parade of Elephants
by Kevin Henkes
GREENWILLOW, 2018 
ISBN: 9780062668271

Five elephants are on a 
mission, marching from 

dawn to dusk, up and down, 
through and around in this 
colorful concept book.

Puppy Truck
by Brian Pinkney
ATHENEUM, 2019 
ISBN: 9781534426870

Carter wants a puppy, but he 
gets a truck instead. Carter’s 
imagination grows, while the 
reader becomes immersed 
in the words and sounds of 
his world. 

Rain!
by Linda Ashman, illustrated by 
Christian Robinson
HMH BOOKS, 2017 
ISBN: 9780544880375

A delightful exploration 
of the power of positive 
thinking, in a board book 
format for young children.

Rainbow: A First  
Book of Pride
by Michael Genhart, illustrated 
by Anne Passchier 
MAGINATION PRESS, 2019 
ISBN: 9781433830877

Learn the meaning behind 
the colors of the Pride flag 
in this colorful and inclusive 
story.

Red House, Tree 
House, Little Bitty 
Brown Mouse
by Jane Godwin, illustrated by 
Blanca Gómez
DIAL, 2019 
ISBN: 9780525553816

A little brown mouse makes 
her way around town, 
naming colors and more as 
she goes. Engaging rhymes 
and questions will keep 
young readers enthralled.



GRADES K—2 SUMMER READING LIST
The Patchwork Bike
by Maxine Beneba Clarke, 
illustrated by Van Thanh Rudd 
CANDLEWICK, 2018 
ISBN: 9781536200317 

Against a backdrop of 
dynamic, action-filled 
paintings, a young girl 
describes, with tremendous 
pride, the bike that she and 
her brothers made from 
scrap material, and the 
adventures they have.

Peter & Ernesto:  
The Lost Sloths
by Graham Annable
FIRST SECOND, 2019 
ISBN: 9781626725720

When a hurricane blows 
their tree away, Peter, 
Ernesto, and their friends 
must find a new tree suitable 
for a group of sloths.

The Proudest Blue:  
A Story of Hijab  
and Family
by Ibtihaj Muhammad and S. K. 
Ali, illustrated by Hatem Aly
LITTLE, BROWN, 2019 
ISBN: 9780316519007

Faizah’s older sister, 
Asiya, is a princess. She 
certainly looks like one on 
her first day of sixth grade 
and her first day wearing 
her beautiful, bold blue 
headscarf to school.

Saturday
by Oge Mora
LITTLE, BROWN, 2019 
ISBN: 9780316431279

Ava’s mom works all week 
long, but Saturday is their 
special day off! When their 
plans don’t go as expected, 
can Ava and her mom still 
have a perfect day?

Skulls!
by Blair Thornburgh, illustrated 
by Scott Campbell
ATHENEUM, 2019 
ISBN: 9781534414006

A book all about skulls and 
their many functions!

Summer
by Cao Wenxuan, illustrated by 
Yu Rong 
MACMILLAN, 2019 
ISBN: 9781250310064

Readers find out how some 
of their favorite animals stay 
cool during the summertime 
in this whimsical, poetic book.

We Are Grateful: 
Otsaliheliga 
by Traci Sorell, illustrated by 
Frané Lessac 
CHARLESBRIDGE, 2018 
ISBN: 9781580897723 

Following a full Cherokee 
year of celebrations and 
experiences, this book 
shares the contemporary 
life of the Cherokee people, 
highlighting their tradition of 
gratitude.

Where Are You From?
by Yamile Saied Méndez, 
illustrated by Jaime Kim
HARPERCOLLINS, 2019 
ISBN: 9780062839930

A young girl is asked where 
she is from, so she turns 
to her abuelo for help 
answering and gets a very 
unexpected response.

All Are Welcome
by Alexandra Penfold, 
illustrated by Suzanne Kaufman 
KNOPF, 2018 
ISBN: 9780525579649

A group of diverse students 
is shown throughout the 
school day having fun 
together, with an emphasis 
on how all are welcome. 
The story ends at a 
neighborhood gathering 
where all are welcome!

All the Animals  
Where I Live 
by Philip C. Stead
ROARING BROOK, 2018 
ISBN: 9781626726567

Follow the story of the 
author, who recently moved 
from the city to the country, 
and see the moments 
that shape his and his dog 
Wednesday’s world. 

Alma and How She 
Got Her Name
by Juana Martinez-Neal
CANDLEWICK PRESS, 2018 
ISBN: 9780763693558

Alma learns the stories 
behind the wonderful people 
who influenced her name. 

Another
by Christian Robinson
ATHENEUM, 2019 
ISBN: 9781534421677

In this wordless picture 
book, readers are taken on a 
fantastical journey through a 
young girl’s dream.

Auntie Luce’s  
Talking Paintings
by Francie Latour, illustrated by 
Ken Daley
GROUNDWOOD BOOKS, 2018 
ISBN: 9781773060415

A young girl explores her 
identity and culture through 
her aunt’s striking artwork. 

Camp Tiger
by Susan Choi, illustrated by 
John Rocco 
PUTNAM, 2019 
ISBN: 9780399173295

A young boy finds friendship 
in a talking tiger while on 
his family’s camping trip. 
Along with the amazing 
pictures, readers will love the 
adventure these two have.

Carl and the  
Meaning of Life
by Deborah Freeman
VIKING, 2019 
ISBN: 9780451474988 

Carl is an earthworm who 
wonders why he matters 
in this ecological and 
philosophical picture book.

Dreamers 
by Yuyi Morales
NEAL PORTER BOOKS, 2018 
ISBN: 9780823440559

Morales and her young son 
discover how they fit into 
their strange, new country 
when they find the public 
library in this gorgeous, 
personal picture book. 

Fox the Tiger 
by Corey R. Tabor
BALZER + BRAY, 2018 
ISBN: 9780062398697

Fox wishes he were a tiger—
fast and big and sneaky—
and pretends to be one, until 

he meets someone who likes 
him for being a fox—fast and 
big and sneaky. 

Hey, Water!
by Antoinette Portis
NEAL PORTER BOOKS, 2019 
ISBN: 9780823441556

Zoe thinks about all the 
ways we see water in the 
world in this cheerfully 
illustrated poem. Curious 
minds will enjoy additional 
information about water and 
conservation at the end.

Jabari Jumps
by Gaia Cornwall
CANDLEWICK, 2017 
ISBN: 9780763678388

The big moment has come 
for Jabari to jump off the 
diving board, but is he ready? 

Just in Case You  
Want to Fly
by Julie Fogliano, illustrated by 
Christian Robinson
NEAL PORTER BOOKS, 2019 
ISBN: 9780823443444

What do you need for your 
next adventure? Explore 
this nurturing tale through 
colorful pictures and lyrical 
text.

Llama Destroys  
the World
by Jonathan Stutzman, 
illustrated by Heather Fox
HENRY HOLT, 2019 
ISBN: 9781250303172

A funny, silly llama eats too 
much cake, and the resulting 
silliness takes the reader on a 
rollicking journey through his 
wild adventures.

Meet Yasmin! 
by Saadia Faruqi, illustrated by 
Hatem Aly
PICTURE WINDOW, 2018 
ISBN: 9781684360222

Meet Yasmin, a bright, fun 
Pakistani American second-
grader. With her oversize 
imagination and a little help 
from her family, there’s no 
problem she can’t solve. 

Mia Mayhem  
Is a Superhero!
by Kara West, illustrated by 
Leeza Hernandez
LITTLE SIMON, 2018 
ISBN: 9781534432703

Mia embarks on a super 
journey after finding out that 
she has a super secret.

My Papi Has a 
Motorcycle 
by Isabel Quintero, illustrated 
by Zeke Peña
KOKILA, 2019 
ISBN: 9780525553410

Daisy and her papi take 
a spin on his motorcycle, 
taking in the sights and 
sounds of their beloved 
neighborhood.

Our Celebración!
by Susan Middleton Elya, 
illustrated by Ana Aranda
LEE & LOW, 2018 
ISBN: 9781620142714

Join a spirited, bilingual 
summer fiesta complete with 
a parade, costumes, and 
fireworks. 



 SUMMER READING LIST GRADES 3—5
The Simple Art of Flying 
by Cory Leonardo 
ALADDIN, 2019 
ISBN: 9781534420991 

A pair of brother-and-sister 
parrots navigate the perils 
of living in a pet shop, 
which means trying to stay 
together while also spreading 
their wings. Told from the 
perspective of the brother 
parrot, this book offers 
a unique perspective on 
relationships and coming of 
age. 

Stanley Will  
Probably Be Fine 
by Sally J. Pla, illustrated by 
Steve Wolfhard 
HARPERCOLLINS, 2018 
ISBN: 9780062445797 

Stanley struggles to fit in, 
so he creates an imaginary 
superhero named John 
Lockdown who helps him 
compete in Trivia Quest, a 
comics-trivia scavenger hunt. 

Sweeping Up the Heart 
by Kevin Henkes 
GREENWILLOW, 2019 
ISBN: 9780062852540 

Amelia is disappointed to 
be stuck at home for spring 
break, but when she meets a 
new friend at a local art studio 
who claims to see the spirit 
of her dead mother, the week 
takes an exciting turn. 

Sweep: The Story of a 
Girl and Her Monster 
by Jonathan Auxier 
HARRY N. ABRAMS, 2018 
ISBN: 9781419731402 

Nan is an orphan living alone 
and working in a dangerous, 
cruel world. She discovers a 
friendly monster, and together 
they try to start a new life. 

To Night Owl  
from Dogfish 
by Holly Goldberg Sloan and 
Meg Wolitzer 
DIAL, 2019 
ISBN: 9780525553236 

Twelve-year-olds Avery and 
Bett discover their dads are 
dating and plan to send the 
girls to summer camp to 
meet, while they vacation 
in China. The girls develop 
a long-distance friendship 
via email and letters, first to 
thwart their fathers’ plans and 
then to reunite them when 
the men break up. 

Twinchantment 
by Elise Allen 
DISNEY-HYPERION, 2019 
ISBN: 9781368008624 

Twin princesses must save 
their mother after magic 
resurfaces in their kingdom; 
they do so with the help of 
some newfound friends, a 
brave servant and his black 
kitten. 

We’re Not from Here 
by Geoff Rodkey 
CROWN, 2019 
ISBN: 9781524773045 

Follow the story of a family 
from Earth who moves to 
a new planet in this sci-fi 
adventure that explores 
concepts such as immigration, 
culture shock, and a galaxy of 
differences. 

What a Waste: Trash, 
Recycling, and 
Protecting Our Planet 
by Jess French 
DK CHILDREN, 2019 
ISBN: 9781465481412 

What can we do to keep our 
home, planet Earth, healthy? 

Aquicorn Cove 
by Katie O’Neill, illustrated by 
the author 
ONI, 2018 
ISBN: 9781620105290 

Lana discovers the Aquicorns, 
magical sea-dwelling creatures 
who need her help to stop the 
overfishing that is destroying 
their home. 

The Book of Boy 
by Catherine Gilbert Murdock
GREENWILLOW, 2018 
ISBN: 9780062686206 

In 1350, Boy, an orphaned 
servant, is hired to accompany 
a shadowy pilgrim on an 
action-filled quest across 
medieval Europe for the seven 
relics of St. Peter. 

The Cardboard Kingdom 
by Chad Sell, illustrated by the 
author 
KNOPF, 2018 
ISBN: 9781524719371 

A diverse group of kids create 
their own world of play and 
safe self-expression using a 
little cardboard and a lot of 
imagination. 

Clayton Byrd Goes 
Underground 
by Rita Williams-Garcia, 
illustrated by Frank Morrison 
AMISTAD, 2017 
ISBN: 9780062215918 

When his beloved grandfather, 
the blues man Cool Papa Byrd, 
dies suddenly, Clayton’s anger 
and misplaced alliances get 
him into trouble. This story of 
family grief, reconciliation, and 
the power of music is set in 
New York City. 

Front Desk 
by Kelly Yang 
ARTHUR A. LEVINE, 2018 
ISBN: 9781338157796 

A young girl and her family 
manage a motel and adjust 

to a new life in America after 
emigrating from China. 

Granted 
by John David Anderson 
WALDEN POND, 2018 
ISBN: 9780062643865 

What happens when you make 
a wish? In this story, it may get 
assigned to a fairy whose job is 
to make it come true, even if it 
almost kills her. 

Indian No More 
by Charlene Willing McManis 
and Traci Sorell 
TU, 2019, ISBN: 9781620148396 

Ten-year-old Regina Petit is 
Umpqua and lives on the Grand 
Ronde reservation. When the 
federal government signs a bill 
saying Regina’s tribe no longer 
exists, Regina struggles to 
understand what it means to be 
“Indian no more.” 

Knights vs. Dinosaurs 
by Matt Phelan, illustrated by 
the author 
GREENWILLOW, 2018 
ISBN: 9780062686237 

Action and comedy rule when 
boasting sends four of King 
Arthur’s knights back in time 
to battle a legion of “terrible 
lizards.” 

The Last Last-Day- 
of-Summer 
by Lamar Giles, illustrations by 
Dapo Adeola 
VERSIFY, 2019 
ISBN: 9781328460837 

On the last day of summer, 
local crime-solving celebrities 
and cousins Sheed and Otto 
encounter members of an 
interdimensional community 
battling between good and evil. 
The boys join the fight when 
they accidentally freeze time. 

The Lost Girl 
by Anne Ursu 
WALDEN POND, 2019 
ISBN: 9780062275097 

Twins Iris and Lark are 
challenged by their first school 
year in separate classrooms, 
as well as a mystery involving 
crows, missing belongings, 
and a strange new shop in 
their town. 

Mañanaland 
by Pam Muñoz Ryan 
SCHOLASTIC, 2020 
ISBN: 9781338157864 

In this magical story, 
Maximiliano Córdoba goes 
on a dangerous journey 
armed only with a compass, a 
mysterious stone rubbing, and 
the legends Buelo told about 
traveling mythical gatekeepers. 

Other Words for Home 
by Jasmine Warga 
BALZER + BRAY, 2019 
ISBN: 9780062747808 

In this novel in verse, 12-year-
old Jude does her best to 
adjust to American life after 
she and her mother travel 
alone to live with relatives as 
violence approaches their 
home city in Syria. 

The Parker Inheritance 
by Varian Johnson 
ARTHUR A. LEVINE, 2018 
ISBN: 9780545946179 

Candice would rather be home 
in Atlanta with her friends 
this summer, instead of where 
she is, in her grandmother’s 
small town of Lambert, South 
Carolina. But the discovery 
of clues to an intricate puzzle 
entwined in the town’s 
complicated history could lead 
to a hidden fortune. 

Rocket to the Moon!  
Big Ideas That Changed 
the World 
by Don Brown, illustrated by the 
author 
HARRY N. ABRAMS, 2019, 
9781419734045 

Taking readers through the 
history of rocket building, this 
title explores the people and 
technology that made the 
moon landing possible. First in 
a series. 

Ruby in the Sky 
by Jeanne Zulick Ferruolo 
FARRAR, STRAUS AND GIROUX, 
2019 
ISBN: 9780374309053 

Ruby knows that she and 
her mom will not be living 
in Vermont for long, so she 
is determined to not get 
attached. When her mom is 
arrested, she realizes they will 
be there a bit longer than she 
originally planned. 

Sanity & Tallulah 
by Molly Brooks, illustrated by 
the author 
DISNEY-HYPERION, 2018 
ISBN: 9781368008440 

Two best friends decide to 
engineer a three-headed 
kitten named Princess Sparkle, 
Destroyer of Worlds. If only her 
name didn’t turn out to be a 
little too appropriate. 

Sarai and the Meaning of 
Awesome 
by Monica Brown and Sarai 
Gonzalez, illustrated by 
Christine Almeda 
SCHOLASTIC, 2018 
ISBN: 9781338236682 

For Sarai, awesome means 
amazing, love, family, and fun…
and it’s going to take all that 
and more to help save the day. 
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North America
• Under the Blood Red Sun - Hawaii
• Esperanza Rising – Mexico 
• Julie of the Wolves – Alaska
• One Crazy Summer – Oakland, California (USA)
• Ghosts – Northern California (USA)
• Hatchet – Canada
• Because of Winn-Dixie – Florida (USA)
• Out of the Dust – Oklahoma (USA)
• Walk Two Moons – Kentucky (USA)
• The Watsons Go to Birmingham (Alabama)
• Charlotte’s Web - Maine
• Where the Red Fern Grows – Oklahoma (USA)
• Anne of Green Gables – Prince Edward Island, 

Canada
• Haiti: My Country – Haiti
• Island Born – Dominican Republic

South America
• The Only Road – Guatemala
• Slowly, Slowly, Slowly Said the Sloth – Amazon 

Rain Forest (South America)
• Ada’s Violin – Paraguay
• Tales from Silver Lands – South America
• The Dancing Turtle – Brazil
• We’re Roaming in the Rainforest – Amazon Rain 

Forest (South America)
• Waiting for the Biblioburro – Colombia 

Asia
• Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes – Japan
• Grandfather’s Journey – Japan
• Amal Unbound – Pakistan
• For the Right to Learn – Pakistan
• Wheel of Surya – India
• Inside Out and Back Again – Vietnam
• Lon Po Po – China
• American Born Chinese – China and USA
• Little White Duck – China
• Bronze and Sunflower – China
• Letters from Rifka – Russia 

Africa
• Nelson Mandela – South Africa
• Mufaro’s Beautiful Daughters – Zimbabwe
• The Red Pencil – Sudan
• Ms. Frizzle’s Adventures: Ancient Egypt - Egypt
• A Long Walk to Water – South Sudan
• The Ear, the Eye, and the Arm – Zimbabwe 
• The Butterfly Lion – South Africa
• Wangari’s Trees of Peace – Kenya

Europe
• Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone – England
• Madeline – France
• Number the Stars – Denmark
• Shadow of a Bull – Spain
• The War that Saved My Life – England
• The Thief Lord – Italy
• A Night Divided – Germany
• Matilda – England
• The Diary of a Young Girl – Amsterdam, Holland

Australia
• Mirror – Australia and Morocco 
• D is for Down Under – Australia
• Diary of a Wombat – Australia

Antarctica
• Shipwreck at the Bottom of the World –

Antarctica 
• Sophie Scott Goes South – Antarctica

Destinations 
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GENRE CHALLENGE
Trade Screen Time for Time with a Book

Challenge yourself to 
read one book from 

each genre. Shade in the 
icons as you read each 

type of book. 

Science Fiction

Fantasy

Survival

Sports Fiction

Historical Fiction

Animal Fiction

Scary Fiction

Mystery

Funny  Fiction

Graphic Novel

Nonfiction

Biography
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A Series of 
Unfortunate 

Events

Anne of 
Green Gables

The Last Kids 
On Earth

Charlie and the 
Chocolate 

Factory
Goosebumps

Judy Moody and 
the Not So 

Bummer Summer

Captain 
Underpants Who Was Spiderwick 

Chronicles

Middle School: 
The Worst Years 

of My Life

The Little 
Prince

The Boy in the 
Striped 

Pajamas

Horrid Henry The Worst 
Witch

The Baby-
Sitters Club

War Horse
Cloudy with a 

Chance of 
Meatballs

Aliens Ate My 
Homework
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Books can act as windows offering us a view into someone else’s
experience, and thus allow us to build empathy and
understanding. Books can also be mirrors reflecting our own
identity. This summer, I challenge you to read books that will give
you some insight into how other people live, and perhaps you’ll see
parts of yourself reflected as you read. These are just suggestions.
These titles are also great for reading with parents and having
important discussions.

WINDOWS
Challenge

Autism Hearing Loss Immigration Adoption

Death/Homelessness Cerebral Palsy Alzheimer’s Disease Foster Care

Gender Identity Giftedness Feeling Like an Outsider People in Wheelchairs

Racial Identity/Fitting In Indentured Servitude Dyslexia Racial Identity

Upper Grades 4, 5, & 6
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RULES  

Cynthia Lord

El Deafo

Cece Bell

Front  Desk 

Kelly Yang

For Black
Girls

Like Me

Mariama
Lockington

My 
Jasper June

Laurel 
Snyder

Out of My
Mind

Sharon 
Draper

Sticky Notes

Dianne
Touchell

One for the 
Murphy’s

Lynda 
Mullaly Hunt

George

Alex Gino

Ungifted

Gordon
Korman

Things Seen
From Above

Shelley
Pearsall

Roll With It

Jamie 
Summer

New Kid

Jerry Craft

Amal 
Unbound

Aisha 
Saeed

Fish in a Tree

Lynda 
Mullaly Hunt

A Good 
Kind of
Trouble

Lisa Moore
Ramée
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24 HOURS
READ FOR

Every time you read for 20 minutes shade in a bubble below. When you’ve shaded all 
the bubbles you will have read for 24 hours – a full day! 
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Word of the Day June
Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat

1

Quantify: count, 
measure or express 
a specific amount

2

Slither: Slip and 
slide along the 
ground like a 
snake

3

Saunter: to stroll or 
walk casually.

4

Gape: to stare with 
a  wide-open 
mouth

5

Flabbergasted: 
Overcome with 
surprise

6

Glower: Give a 
hard, angry frown 
or stare

7

Devour: To eat 
quickly, in a 
greedy way

8

Nabob: A person 
who is very 
wealthy (rich) or 
prominent 
(important)

9

Baffle: Confuse or 
puzzle 

10

Hodgepodge: A 
jumble, a mess, or 
a disorganized mix

11

Flummoxed: totally 
confused or 
puzzled

12

Whimper: To make 
a sad crying noise

13

Guffaw: A loud 
outburst of 
laughter

14

Mirth: Happiness or 
merry fun

15

Monopolize: To get 
total control of or 
to dominate

16

Mayhem: Situation 
of great confusion, 
disorder, trouble, or 
destruction

17

Malady: Disease, 
illness, or other 
health disorder

18

Vast: huge area or 
amount

19

Miniscule:
Extremely small, 
tiny or barely 
visible. 

20

Catty: nasty or 
hurtful; cruel

21

Sleuth: A detective

22

Orb: Anything ball-
shaped

23

Irk: to bother,
annoy, irritate, or 
trouble someone

24

Coy: Shy, quiet,
modest, or 
bashful

25

Zephyr: Soft, 
gentle, mild breeze

26

Superlative: The 
very best and of 
the highest quality

27

Ecstatic: carried 
away by 
excitement

28

Riveting: describes 
something 
fascinating or 
exciting

29

Query: A question 
or something you 
ask

30

Riveting: describes 
something 
fascinating or 
exciting

What can I do with the word of the day?

• Act it: Demonstrate the word by acting it out.
• Draw it: Draw a picture of the word.
• List it: Make a list of people, places or things associated with the word.
• Name the opposite: Identify a word that is an antonym (opposite) of the 

word.



Word of the Day July
Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat

What can I do with the word of the day?

• Act it: Demonstrate the word by acting it out.
• Draw it: Draw a picture of the word.
• List it: Make a list of people, places or things associated with 

the word.
• Name the opposite: Identify a word that is an antonym 

(opposite) of the word. 

1

Yearn: really want 
something but may 
never get it.

2

imminent:
expected to 
happen very soon

3

nocturnal: active 
at night. 

4

skulduggery: 
dishonest behavior 
used to trick 
someone

5

Devour: To eat 
quickly, in a 
greedy way

6

Hippophile: 
Someone who 
loves horses

7

mugwump:
someone who has 
a hard time 
making decisions

8

ominous:
something bad or 
unpleasant is going 
to happen

9

kaput: doesn’t 
work anymore

10

droll: funny in a 
strange or 
surprising way

11

bibliophile:
someone who 
loves books

12

arid: very dry (like 
a desert)

13

inane: silly and 
foolish

14

ramfeezled: worn 
our or exhausted

15

yomp: a difficult 
hike carrying 
heavy equipment

16

zonk: fall asleep 
quickly and 
suddenly

17

masticate: chew

18

oology: study of 
eggs – particularly 
birds’ eggs

19

lollygag: not doing 
anything when you 
should be doing 
something.

20

plethora: large 
amount – usually 
more than is 
wanted or needed

21

replica: a copy

22

rotund: round or 
rounded

23

tome: a large 
heavy book

24

upend: turned 
upside down

25

cavort: dance or 
jump around with 
excitement

26

flummox: to 
confuse

27

lackadaisical: not 
excited or 
interested

28

nautical: related to 
sailors, ships, or the 
sea

29 30 31



Word of the Day August
Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat

What can I do with the word of the day?

• Act it: Demonstrate the word by acting it out.
• Draw it: Draw a picture of the word.
• List it: Make a list of people, places or things associated with the word.
• Name the opposite: Identify a word that is an antonym (opposite) of the word.

1

bumbershoot: 
umbrella

2

blatherskite:
person who talks a 
lot

3

bumbuzzle: 
confuse or fluster

4

cattywampus:
positioned 
diagonally; askew

5

exacerbate: make 
something worse 
than it is

6

kerfuffle: an event 
that is noisy and 
confusing

7

labyrinth: maze

8

lovelorn: in love 
with someone who 
doesn’t love you 
back

9

miscellaneous:
does not fit into a 
specific category

10

ornery: difficult to 
be around; always 
in a bad mood

11

resplendent:
sparkly or shiny; 
beautiful; glowing

12

squamous: 
covered in scales

13

ursine: related to 
bears

14

unkempt: messy or 
dirty

15

volatile: not 
predictable; 
change quickly 
without warning

16

wily: good at 
tricking others

17

whimsical: playful, 
fun

18

ergophobia: 
abnormal fear of 
work

19

incogitant: 
thoughtless; 
inconsiderate

20

oblivescence: 
process of 
forgetting

21

mellifluous: sweet 
or musical; 
pleasant to hear

22

busticate: break 
into pieces

23
busticate: break 
into pieces

24
Pestiferous: 
bringing disease

25

Suspiration: long, 
deep sigh

26

Heartsome: giving 
cheer or courage

27

Shivoo: boisterous 
party

28

Claque: group of 
people hired to 
applaud

29

Jannock: honest; 
fair

30 31



I SCREAM 

¼ cup milk
¼ cup half and half
1 tablespoon white sugar
¼ teaspoon vanilla extract
1 cup ice cubes or as needed
3 tablespoons ice cream rock salt

1. Combine milk, half-and-half, sugar and vanilla 
extract in a pint-size resealable plastic bag. Make 
sure to seal it tightly or you’ll make a mess.

2. Put one scoop of ice, 3 tablespoons of ice cream 
rock salt, and the bag containing the milk-cream 
mixture into a gallon size re-sealable plastic bag; 
seal tightly to avoid making a mess.  

3. Gently rock the bag back and forth (don’t shake) 
until contents thicken into ice cream (about 10 
minutes). Wipe salt from the top of the pint-size 
bag when you remove it from the larger bag. 

4. Add your favorite toppings or eat plain on a hot 
summer day. 

YOU SCREAM 
WE ALL SCREAM

FOR ICE CREAM
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Let’s Draw
READING is JAWSOME
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Use this guide to learn how to draw a shark step-by-step. Then, read some favorite books about 
sharks. Check these out at the public library or add them to your home library.

READ ABOUTSharks
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BOOK
Shelfie

Record all your favorite summer reads here 
as a reminder of the titles you want to share 

with your teachers, librarians and friends 
when you return to school in August.

© 2020 TheBookWrangler



GOOGLE
SLIDES

SCAVENGER

H U N T
Click below to access the Google Slides presentation. 

Share your presentation with next year’s teacher.

© 2019 MonsterWranglerMike

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1q_GXJHnvONl7wXvW5lBybodBkCh1B87UHMuHGWQgnKA/copy


Scan Me
With the Camera on Your 
Smart Phone or Tablet

Watch Over 100
Find Your Next Great Read

Book TRAILERS ON YOUTUBE
Check Back Frequently for New Additions
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May 30-July 30        

June 1- July 31 Calendar of Events

Calendar of Events

Click on images below to learn more.

https://www.beecavetexas.gov/city-government/departments/2014-summer-reading-391
https://laketravislibrary.org/summer-reading-program-2020/
https://www.beecavetexas.gov/city-government/departments/2014-summer-reading-391
https://laketravislibrary.org/summer-reading-program-2020/
https://laketravislibrary.org/summer-reading-program-2020/
https://www.beecavetexas.gov/city-government/departments/2014-summer-reading-391
https://laketravislibrary.org/calendar/
https://www.beecavetexas.gov/city-government/departments/library/calendar-month-view-with-left-nav


 

             Rising Sixth Grade Language Arts|Summer Reading 2020 

Pre-AP Students: Choose TWO of the titles below to read over the summer (no more than one graphic novel). 

On-Level Students: Choose ONE of the titles below to read over the summer. 

 

Hatchet by Gary Paulsen 

Description: “Brian is on his way to Canada to visit his estranged father when the pilot of his small prop plane suffers a heart attack. 

Thirteen-year-old Brian is forced to crash-land the plane in a lake, and finds himself stranded in the remote Canadian wilderness 

with only his clothing and the hatchet his mother gave him as a present before his departure....A story of survival and of 

transformation, this riveting book has sparked many a reader's interest in venturing into the wild.” —Scholastic 

Miles Morales: Spider-Man by Jason Reynolds 

Description: Miles Morales’ spidey-sense has been out of whack. He can’t shake the nightmares or the buzz every day in history class 

amidst his teacher’s suspicious lectures on the historical “benefits” of slavery. Something’s off, but he has no idea what it might be. 

After being set up and then suspended, Miles wonders if he’s even cut out to be a superhero. As his scholarship is threatened, Miles 

uncovers an evil in his school--now all he can do is suit up. 
 

Last Day on Mars by Kevin Emerson 

Description: Earth is gone, burned to a cinder when the sun began going supernova. The human race has fled to Mars, but it’s only a 

temporary solution. Liam and Phoebe will be on the last starliner to depart Mars...or so Liam thinks. Before this day is over, they will 

discover that the human race is just one of many in our universe locked in a dangerous struggle for survival. 
 

Rapunzel's Revenge by Shannon Hale 

Description: “Rapunzel escapes her tower-prison all on her own, only to discover a world beyond what she'd ever known before. 

Determined to rescue her real mother and to seek revenge on her kidnapper would-be mother, Rapunzel and her very long braids 

team up with Jack (of Giant killing fame) and together they perform daring deeds and rescues all over the western landscape.” 

—Bloomsbury.com 

An Elephant in the Garden by Michael Morpurgo 

Description: Lizzie, an ailing elderly woman, recounts her childhood memories of life in Dresden, Germany during the 1945 allied 

bombings that destroyed the city. She and her family fled the city, taking with them an orphaned elephant her mother has cared for 

since its birth. 

Brown Girl Dreaming by Jacqueline Woodson 

Description: “Using words that sing with both the complexity and simplicity of a symphony, and memories that both sting and inspire,

Jacqueline Woodson’s Brown Girl Dreaming is an intimate journey of victory, sorrow, and discovery. Sharp social commentary of a 

country’s struggle to live up to its ideals, an honest portrayal of the strength of family, and the delicate blossoming of a young writer 

makes this memoir in verse a gift to all who read it.” —nationalbook.org 
 

Smile by Raina Telgemeier 

Description: “Raina just wants to be a normal sixth grader. But one night after Girl Scouts she trips and falls, severely injuring her 

two front teeth, and what follows is a long and frustrating journey with on-again, off-again braces, surgery, embarrassing headgear, 

and even a retainer with fake teeth attached. And on top of all that, there's still more to deal with: a major earthquake, boy confusion, 

and friends who turn out to be not so friendly. This coming-of-age true story is sure to resonate with anyone who has ever been in 

middle school, and especially those who have ever had a bit of their own dental drama.” —Scholastic.com 
 

Lincoln’s Grave Robbers by Steve Sheinkin 

Description: In 1876, a group of counterfeiters attempt to get their prized engraver out of jail by hatching an outrageous plan to steal 

President Abraham Lincoln’s body from his tomb and holding the body for ransom. 

 

Choosing Courage: Inspiring True Stories of What It Means to Be a Hero by Peter Collier 

Description: What turns an ordinary person into a hero? What happens in the blink of an eye on a battlefield (or in any dangerous 

situation) to bring out true courage? The men and women who have been recognized by the Congressional Medal of Honor Foundation 

know the answers to these questions deep in their hearts. 
 

Restart by Gordon Korman 

Description: When Chase Ambrose falls off a roof and wakes up with amnesia, everything in his life changes. He used to be a football 

hero--and a total jerk. Now he's learning what everyone else used to think of him, and he doesn't like it. Is there a way to convince 

everyone that he's really changed--even the kid whose life he's ruined? Even his former criminally-minded friends? Even...himself? 
 

All novels have been read and reviewed by the Sixth Grade Language Arts teachers. 


